
Add-on Elements

Le  Lettering Ed  Editing Dc  Decorating Ds  Designing

$ Paid Add-on  Included as standard

Productivity Elements Le Ed Dc Ds

Offsets Advanced
Embolden logos, badges and other designs with distinctive, colourful automatic borders £

Team Names Advanced
Personalise team and corporate logos with names, quickly and efficiently £ £

Kiosk
Easily and quickly personalise consumer garments and merchandise,  
without the need to train staff to use complex digitising systems £ £

Creativity Elements Le Ed Dc Ds
Reef Photo Stitch
Convert incredibly complex images to a single-colour run stitch that never crosses itself. It creates an 
interesting coral reef-like stitch pattern that concentrates in darker areas of the image for an artistic style. £

Maze Fill
Fill shapes with perfect, evenly spaced lines that never overlap in just a few clicks,  
saving many hours of digitising work £

Hand Stitch Effect
Create an organic hand-feel stitch effect, with randomised stitch spacing, angles and lengths.  
Apply it to any stitch type, including Satin, Tatami, Run, Backstitch and others. £

Custom Splits
Add carving, embossing and other dimensional effects to your embroidery £

Photo Flash / Colour PhotoStitch
Convert black and white, greyscale and colour images into multi-colour artistic stitching £

Motifs
Create and re-use patterns for runs and fills £

Motifs Advanced (Requires Motifs Element - Standard)
Take creativity to the next level with gradient and variable size motifs £

String Stitch (Paghadi)
Visually stunning new stitch type for added creativity, and commonly used  
to sew down small mirror elements £

Specialty Elements Le Ed Dc Ds
Beading
Create bead run or manual bead designs with your choice of bead shape, colour and size.  
Supports four stitching patterns (upright, flat, flat-left, flat-right). £

Font Creator
Create your own custom embroidery fonts £

Single Sequins
Create high impact embroidery files for single sequin machines £ £

Sequins Advanced
The complete sequin embroidery solution for twin and quad-sequin machines.  
Now includes stipple fill sequins, sandwich sequins and flip sequins £

Chenille (Aari) Stitch
Add chenille embroidery capabilities to a lockstitch embroidery digitising system £

Schiffli
Create and prepare lacework and emblems precisely and efficiently £

The following add-on Elements are available  
to purchase for the indicated levels. Enquire today!


